1. RUNHOEM  
2. ETIPLR  
3. EBOUDL  
4. GENLSI  
5. ASLBALTF  
6. LRBLCUAEV  
7. NHACGUPE  
8. LIDSER  
9. NTBU  
10. KRENIS

In 1996 Tiger first baseman Cecil Fielder steals the first base of his eleven-year career. The stolen base comes in Cecil 1,097th major league game, establishing the longest duration a player has ever gone without a stolen base.

Unscramble the letters below to find the baseball term!

PRESENTED BY:

Draw the Tigers headshots of Spencer Turnbull, Daniel Norris, and Niko Goodrum on the back of this activity page and your drawing could be featured on the scoreboard as a part of our Sunday Kids Days! Send us your drawing at PAWS@tigers.com.

TIGERS FUN FACT

No two tigers have the same stripes. Like human fingerprints, their stripe patterns are unique to each individual. Stripes range in color from light brown.

Isn’t it a-maze-ing?

Can you help PAWS find his way through the crazy maze below?

This day in Tigers history

In 1996 Tiger first baseman Cecil Fielder steals the first base of his eleven-year career. The stolen base comes in Cecil 1,097th major league game, establishing the longest duration a player has ever gone without a stolen base.

Color Me!
“DRAW YOUR FAVORITE TIGER” HEADSHOTS

Spencer Turnbull  Daniel Norris  Niko Goodrum

ACTIVITY ANSWER KEY

BASEBALL SCRAMBLE

MAZE